Foreword

Over the next twelve months the political parties will be finalising
their manifestos for the 2015 general election. The government
is claiming that the recession is over and the economy is on the
mend. It certainly doesn’t feel like that for the vast majority of
the people trade unions represent. To them it looks like a recovery
for the rich but a continuing struggle to make ends meet for the
rest of us.
People want to see hard hitting policies from the parties that
will not only help them manage in their everyday lives but also
ensure that we don’t go through another economic crisis in a
few years time. That means getting to grips with taking control
of our economy away from the speculators and tax avoiders.
It also means investing in our public services and ending and
reversing privatisation. Giving people back their basic rights at
work is essential if we are to secure decent wages, pensions
and working conditions.
The TUCG, founded in 2008, comprises 10 national unions with
a combined membership of nearly 1 million trade unionists
and comes together to coordinate campaigning on issues of
common concern, such as Health and Safety, Trade Union rights,
privatisation, defense of public services and welfare state. This 10
point plan is a collection of some of the initial policy ideas drawn
from the individual unions which the TUCG is placing on the
agenda for all the political parties in order to open a dialogue as
the manifesto drafting process gets seriously under way.

BFAWU Scrap the bedroom tax
The BFAWU call upon any incoming government to scrap the
bedroom tax. Many workers in the food industry are dependent on
top up benefits due to the nature of the fluctuations within
businesses. Low pay, low hour contracts and season aspects of
production mean many workers have no alternative but to claim
benefits in order to live. This now leaves them open to the dreaded
Bedroom Tax and the dramatic effects it has on their standard of
living. Many live in rented accommodation and find themselves
paying these heinous penalties because their children have left home.
The BFAWU believes the onus is on government and councils to
provide enough housing of all specifications instead of harassing the
poorest people in society out of the lifetime homes or into poverty.
We demand a clear an unequivocal withdrawal of this
disproportionate system of tax.
FBU Public ownership of the banks
The private banking system has failed. These banks triggered a deep
recession and made working people in the UK and across the world
poorer. Their scandalous practices – bumper bonuses, tax evasion,
money laundering – have all continued. What is need is a publicly
owned finance industry that provides a public service, giving financial
support to industry and working people. Taking over the banks will
enable planning, investment and the creation of millions of jobs. A
publicly owned and democratically accountable banking system is
essential to developing such a programme.

NAPO Keep probation public
The systematic dismantling and privatisation of the 106 year
probation service by the secretary of state will undermine public
protection, put communities at risk, increase re-offending rates and
make huge profits for the privateers at the tax payers expense. Napo
believes that supervision of offenders should be the responsibility of
highly trained skilled staff that have the experience to know what
works in reducing re-offending and protecting the public. Further
Napo believes that the probation service, along with the rest of the
Justice System should remain public and not for profit.
NUJ Limits on media ownership
Place limits on media ownership and concentration to promote
media plurality, ensuring that no private interest can set itself above
public interest journalism.
It is not healthy in our democracy for the ownership of the media
to be concentrated in the hands of just a few media barons. Where
a single proprietor or company can swallow up newspaper titles,
broadcast channels and online publishing, it has fuelled toxic
concentration of unaccountable power with implications for
every citizen.
Media plurality is essential for a free press and a healthy democracy.
NUT Ensuring all state funded schools are part of a
democratically and locally accountable education service
Capital spending on new and expanding schools is focused on the
areas of real need. Fairness and consistency returns to school
admissions; differential and preferential funding for Gove’s preferred

schools is ended. School evaluation is consistent, developmental
rather than punitive, and builds capacity for improvement. The right
of every child to be taught by a qualified teacher is restored. A
national pay and conditions framework is re-established and all State
schools are part of a single accountability framework overseen by
elected local authorities.
PCS Break the pay freeze
Pay across all sectors has risen below inflation in the last four years
– taking £50bn out of workers’ pockets. The average family will be
£1,800 a year worse off in real terms by 2015. This is forcing millions
to cut back on their spending, denting economic demand and forcing
thousands deeper into debt, food banks and payday loan lenders.
The value of the minimum wage has been allowed to drop in recent
years. If it had kept pace with inflation, it would be more than 6%
higher. People on low incomes spend their wages because they need
to – it prevents poverty – which puts money back into our economy.
Raising pay would give people dignity, stimulate economic demand,
reduce the risks of another debt-fuelled crash and reduce public
spending on tax credits and housing benefit.
POA Cease privatisation of public sector prisons
and return all private prisons to the public sector
Since the first private prison came into operation in England and
Wales in 1993 there has been a dramatic increase in the usage of
private providers under the last two governments. Prisons should not
be run for profit. All the evidence on the use of the PFI and
contracting out has demonstrated that there are no savings and the
recent report into the coalition government flagship HMP Oakwood
by the Chief Inspector of Prisons could not have been more damning.

The POA has called for an Independent public inquiry into
privatisation of public services like the NHS, Royal Mail and the prison
and probation services. Privatisation has not brought anything
beneficial to the Criminal Justice System that the public sector were
not already doing. Instead, prisons should be properly funded to
address the real issues of rehabilitation. The next government must
end the privatisation agenda and re-nationalise those prisons already
in the private sector.

RMT Rights and security at work for a
fairer economy and stronger communities
Falling standards of living and growing inequality and poverty levels
can be directly linked to the attack on trade union and employment
rights and the subsequent decline in collective bargaining coverage.
The decline in collective bargaining has also resulted in a reduction of
the national wealth allocated to wages and an increase in exploitive
practices such as zero hours contracts.
Coupled with repeal of the anti trade union laws and the UK abiding
by its International labour law obligations, every worker should have
the right to be covered by a collective agreement. And there should
be the full reversal of the attacks on employment rights that have
been introduced by the coalition. Making it far harder to go to an
Industrial tribunal and lessening the protection to have your job
safeguarded if your employer changes hands is not only unfair, it also
creates insecurity at the workplace and weakens communities.
Instead all workers should benefit from a positive right to
employment rights and be entitled to those rights from day one.

UCU Increase spending on tertiary education to the OECD
average to create of a knowledge economy in which economic
growth is sustainable and there is opportunity for all
The UK invests 1.4 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) in
higher education, compared with the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development average of 1.7 per cent. Spending on
research and development at 1.8 per cent of GDP is also lower than
the EU-27 average of 2.0 per cent and are further concerned that
the UK has fallen from third among the top industrialised nations in
terms of young people graduating in 2000 to 15th in 2013.
The cost of educational under-achievement in the UK is estimated at
£22 billion for a generation in opportunity costs and costs to the
public purse. Access to high quality tertiary education provides
enhanced life chances for individuals, significant benefits for society
and is essential for the UK’s long-term economic sustainability. Any
future government must commit the UK to funding tertiary education
at a level that can close the gap in investment with other countries
and enable the UK to compete on an equal footing.
URTU Scrap Trident
The continuing funding of Trident makes little economic sense in
today’s ‘global village’. In a geo-political world that consistently
demonstrates across nations the ineffective nature of possessing a
nuclear arsenal deterrent, the continuing cost to UK taxpayers of
sustaining such obsolete weapons cannot be readily justified.
Savings made could be more wisely spent on areas of government
funding that have been the hardest hit by the continuing draconian
austerity cuts being imposed. Areas such as public sector pay freezes
and increasing the funding in building roads and rail to create a
transport infrastructure that is second to none.
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The TUCG was founded in 2008 and brings together the
BFAWU, FBU, NAPO, NUJ, NUT, PCS, POA, RMT, UCU, URTU
to coordinate campaigning in parliament and beyond

